
 

 

 

Event Consultant 

 
The Bright Experience  

Life is a collection of experiences.  Many of life’s most memorable cherished experiences are special events. Bright is passionate 
about making cherished special events a better than imagined reality and creating life’s treasured experiences. We do this 
through exceptional event rentals. We value fairness, teamwork, integrity, and efficiency. We do what we say we will, we do it 
on time, we do it on budget, and we do it with style.  We foster a Culture of Gratitude for one another, for team members, for 
clients, for doing what we love. “Simply excellent” is more than a tagline; it’s how we do business.  

Why this role is important for our work: 

As an Event Consultant, you are key for building strong relationships with our client base and assisting them with organizing 
the details necessary to execute their events along company standards and client expectations.  You will be in daily 
communication with our clients from the initial inquiry all the way up the day of the event. Using our rental management 
system and internal communication, you will enter all of the pertinent details with our operations team so the events are 
delivered and installed correctly. 

About You: 

 Exceptional customer service, active listening, verbal and written communication skills. 
 Comfortable using business email system, such as Microsoft Outlook. 
 Highly organized, detail-oriented, with excellent time management skills with ability to prioritize and multitask 

simultaneously. 
 Ability to adapt to change in a fast-paced environment.  

 Build and foster relationships through open and flowing dialogue with peers. 
 Independently motivated, while being a team player willing to “jump in and roll up his/her sleeves” to help others.  
 Administrative and call center experience (desirable). 
 Event planning related experience (desirable). 

 
 

Your Contributions to the Bright Team: 
 

 Communicate effectively with a diverse team of personalities and communication styles. 
 Develop strong relationships with clients to evaluate client needs to determine and suggest appropriate rental needs 

for their events. 
 Knowing our product inside out to answer client questions and demonstrate a persuasive “selling” communication 

style. 
 Provide outstanding customer service as a member of the Bright call center but not limited to conducting showroom 

design appointments, and processing payment. 
 Follow company procedures accurately and with urgency while working on multiple projects at any given time. 
 Work with several teams including sales, inventory and operations teams to provide all the necessary information for 

successful execution of the events. 
 Input required rental items into the rental management system ensuring all necessary logistics details are accurate 

and handled with a sense of urgency to meet deadlines. 
 

Reports To: 

The Event Consultant reports to the Office Team Lead/ Event Consultant Team Lead 
 
Who We Are: 
 
Founded in 1978 and with locations in Brisbane, Sonoma and Healdsburg, Bright provides high quality special event rental 
equipment and service throughout Northern California. Bright provides equipment rentals and planning services to caterers, 
event planners, resorts, universities, award shows, corporate clients and weddings.  We operate from eight locations in 
California and Arizona with 1,000 team members.    



 

 

 


